High Performance Road Marker™

Withstands highway-speed vehicle impacts

The Roadmarker, with its three-rail design was the first fiberglass composite highway marker in the industry and remains the most popular marker in the market. Two ribs on the side protect sheeting from vehicle impacts while the back rib gives added strength for driving into hard soil conditions.

How to Order:

Material: Fiberglass Composite, high-performance construction

Options and Accessories:
- Reflective sheeting
- Stock or custom decals
- Direct Graphics
- Visibility Enhancer
- Anchor Barb

Installation tools:
- Post Driver (PDR, PDRL)
- Post Puller
- Pilot Hole Driver

Product number

CRM 3

Length (in.)

072

Post color	Standard Lengths (in.)
01–White	60, 62, 66, 72, 84
02–Yellow	60, 62, 66, 72
03–Brown	72
04–Orange	60, 62, 66, 72
05–Red	60, 62, 66
07–Green	72
08–Blue	66

Other lengths and colors are available. Contact your representative.

Carsonite High Performance RoadMarkers are designed to stand up to nature as well as vehicular impacts, controlled ditch burns, and even small arms gunfire.